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Leadership Change
After nearly seven years with the Nonprofit Leadership Initiative (NPLI), I've decided I am ready for
the next adventure in my career! The recruitment process for a new executive director is in process
and once hired, I will assist with their onboarding to ensure a seamless transition.
Serving as NPLI's executive director since its inception has been an honor. I am enormously proud
of the work we have done and I know NPLI has great things in store for the future. If you're
wondering what's next for me, I know I'll be busy finishing up my master's degree at UW-Madison,
focusing on family, and looking for my next adventure in supporting nonprofits.

Kim
"Kim has led NPLI from concept to success. Our nonprofit sector in the region
has had great leadership, and NPLI gives opportunities for ALL our nonprofits
to be effective and well led."
Curt Detjen | President and CEO Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region

Celebrating Graduation!
We're celebrating the graduates of three NPLI leadership programs, the Leadership Institute,
Financial Leadership, and Board Academy. (story continued on next page)

Leadership Institute

Financial Leadership

Board Academy

Celebrating Graduation! - continued
Fifteen participants were part of the sixth cohort of the Leadership Institute. These dedicated
leaders invested one year, totaling over 72 hours of classroom instruction, diving deep into topics
critical to nonprofit management and strengthening their own leadership skills. Read the
testimonials of all members of the 2022 cohort on our website.

"Participation in the Leadership Institute has honestly been the most
valuable experience in my entire leadership journey. I learned something
in every module that has practical application for personal and
organizational development."
Cindy Flauger | Neenah Animal Shelter, Executive Director

Twenty-two nonprofit board and staff members, representing 25 nonprofits, participated in NPLI's
newest program, Financial Leadership. Working with long-time NPLI trainer, Steve Zimmerman,
Spectrum Nonprofit Services, leaders spent eight sessions building their financial acumen. Leaders
know that a better understanding of organizational finances leads to better decision-making.

"The Financial Leadership Program greatly increased my confidence in
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Luke Schiller | Heckrodt Wetland Reserve, Director of Education

The second year of Board Academy included a cohort of 14 board members spending six sessions
learning from leaders in the field. Topics included board roles and responsibilities, ethical and
legal, resource development, and fiscal strategy. Graduates are better equipped to guide the
nonprofits they serve. Listing of all Board Academy graduates is available on our website.

"I'm a newer board member and I learned things I'm able to apply right away. I
especially appreciated the Board Academy's risk managment and fiscal
strategy modules. One of the best parts of the program is hearing other cohort
members' perspectives and everyone sharing real-life examples of how our
boards operate."
Mike Truyman | Community Benefit Tree Board Member

These programs couldn't be offered without NPLI's generous donors. Our donors embrace our vision
of a healthy and resilient region where nonprofit leaders have access to the resources they need and
are equipped with the skills to make our community a great place to live for all. To donate see our
website.

Nonprofit Leadership Initiative is a program of the
Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region.

